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KonenaOBH'I E.3., nanHAYC n.H. E2. 11837 
KaapK-napTOHH&H MOAen& B3&HMOAelicTBHH aApoHoa c HAP&MH 

fipeAnmKeH M9TOA C06CTB9HHblX COCTOHHHli ( MCC) AnH Bbl'IHCneHHli 

nonepe'IHblX ce'leHHli aApoH-HAepH&IX B3&HMOAelicTaaA. fioKa3aHo, 'ITO MCC 
SKBHBaneHTeH MOAenH MHOI'0Kp8THOI'O p8CC9HHHH1 B KOTOpoli Y'IHTblB810TCH 

H&PHAY c ynpyrHM H Heynpyroe SKp&HHpoaaHae. fioKa3aHo, 'ITO MCC 
npHBOAHT K KOppeKTHOli npOCTp&HCTB9HHo-BpeM9HHOJi K8pTHH9 8ApOH-S!Jl9pHblX 

B38HMOAellcTBHli. AHana3 aKcnepHM9HTanbHblX AaHHblX noKa3&IaaeT, 'ITO 

B KBapK-napTOHHOII MOAena aaneHTHble KB8pKH B 8ApOH9 OKOnO nonOBHHbl 

Bp9M9HH UIJOBOAHT B naCCHBHOM COCTOHHHH 1 T.e, B COCTOHHHH 6e3 MeAneHHblX 
nap TO HOB, 

Pa6oTa BbmonHeHa B na6opaTOpHH S!JlepHblX npo6neM OH.RH. 

npenpHHT 06hellHH9HHOI'O HHCTHTyTa S!JlepHbiX HCCnenoaaHHll. Dy6Ha 1978 

Kopeliovich B.Z., Lapidus L.I. E2 · 11837 
Quark-Parton Model for Hadron-Nucleus Interactions 

An eigenstate method (ESM) for hadron-nucleus cross sec
tion calculations is proposed. It is shown that ESM is equivalent 
to the multiple scattering model, including the inelastic screening. 
It is shown by the quark-parton model that valence quarks in 
a hadron are about half the time in the passive state, i.e., they 
have no wee-parton. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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1. Atomic nuclei are a useful tool for investigating 
the space-time pattern of hadronic interactions. The well
known phenomenon of increasing longitudinal distances 
has been investigated intensively recently in the multi
particle production reactions on nuclei ' 1•2 •3/.some con
sequences of this effect for elastic hadron-nucleus scat
tering have been analysed here. 

Let us consider a fast hadron with the momentum 
P satisfying the condition: 

P/!l2 » R A. (1) 

Here PI !l 2 is the longitudinal distance of interaction, 
!l is some hadronic mass, RA is the radius of the target 
nucleus. If the dimension of the interaction area is larger 
than the RA value, one cannot divide the intermediate 
states of the hadron in the nucleus into the elastic and 
inelastic ones, as is generally ,done in the multiple scat
tering model (MSM). 

2. Consider the method of the decomposition of the 
wave function Ill'> into the eigenstates Ill' k> of the 
interaction Hamiltonian (ESM is the eigenstate method) / 4 •5/ 

Ill'>= I cklll'k>, 
k 

where 

<'~' i I'~' k > = 8 ik • 

I c; = l, 
k 

flll'k > = rk I'~' k >. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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Here i r is a scattering amplitude operator. The ampli
tudes f k are supposed to be real. The elastic scattering 
amplitude fhA due to eqs. (2)-(5) is equal to 

f hA= <'l'lfl'l'>= I c2fhA 
k k k 

(6) 

It is assumed here that condition (1) is satisfied, so the 
states I 'I' k > are not mixed during the interaction. To cal
culate the amplUqdes rtA one can use the ordinary 
Glauber model 161. At the same time the whole amplitude 
(6) differs drastically from the Glauber one. It is shown 
below that this distinction for quark scattering on 
a "black" nucleus is about 100%. 

3. Now let us show that ESM is identical to MSM 
which includes all elastic and inelastic screening correc
tions. The screening correction to the elastic h- d scat
tering amplitide in ESM has the following form 

(.ilf hd) = I c2(f hN) 2 
k k k (7) 

The corresponding Glauber correction is equal to 

(M hd ) GL = ( I c ~f :N) 2 . (8) 
k 

The inelastic screening correction 171 can be written 
as follows: 

(M hd ) = I <'I' I f I 'I'> 2 - <'I' I fi 'I'> 2 = 
in . k k 

=I c2(f hN)2 _(I c2f hN)2. ( 9) 
k k k k k k 

It is seen that the sum of expressions (8) and (9) 
is equal to expression (7). It is easy to generalize the 
above proof to any nucleus. 

4. Consider the quark-parton model where a hadron 
is assumed · to consist of the · valence quarks, each 
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carrying the parton sea. The eigenstates I 'I' k> should be 
treated in this model as the states I k> witfi the definite 
number of wee-partons /8,9/ (k = 0,1,2, ... ) , because only 
the wee-partons can interact with a target Ito/. The wee
parton number means the number of parton combs con
taining partons with p = m. As the passive component 
(k = 0) weight c g cannot decrease with energy 18~ one 
can assume the c~ value to be large at high energies, 
and the passive state of the hadron plays an outstanding 
role, in some phenomena. 

5. Consider the diffraction dissociation of the quark q 
( u and d quarks) on the proton target 

a qp = (1 - P )(a qp +a qp ) + 
diff q ei' diff 

(10) 

+ p 2 J d2b( <f ~ - < f> 
2 

) • 
q act act 

Here P = I c~ is an active component weight for the 
q k= 1 

q -quark, b is an impact parameter. <f>act=k~lc~fk. 

If one neglects the dispersion of the amplitude f k in the 
active state, i.e., the second term in expression (10), 
one finds after the calculations of a ~E and a ifrr ~he 
value P q ~0.5. We have estimated also the contnbution 

to a ii~f of the second term in expression (10) and find 
it to be very small, about 8%. This gives P q ~ 0.55. So 
the main contribution to the diffraction dissociation 
comes from the passive component of the quark. 

6. The proton-nucleus total cross section has the 
following form: 

pA 2 2 3 
at t =3P (1-P) I

1
+3P (1-P )1 2 +P 1 3 , 

0 q q q q q 
(11) 

where 
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2 qN 
I = 2fd b[ 1- expl-na T (b)/2P ll. 

n tot A q 
(12) 

Here a £:r. = 17 mb, T A (b) is the profile function of the 
nucleus. From comparison of (11) and 92) with the ex
perimental data for a pA at 240 GeV u/ one obtains 

tot 
the values of P q shown in the Table. 

Table 

A 

p 
q 

12C 

0.4 

27Al 64cu 

0.45 0.5 

207Pb 

0.67 

The growth of P with the A -value may be con
nected with the smallftess of an energy of 240 GeV for 
large nuclei, from the point of view of condition (1). This 
is justified by the fact that the :-aPA value for the 207 Pb 
nucleus decreases with energy/ ll~ot 

7. So ESM gives the correct space-time interpreta
tion of hadron-nucleus interactions and permits one to 
extract some interesting information about hadron struc
ture. We have stated above that the fast quark spends 
about half the time in the passive, i.e., noninteractive, 
state. For this reason no universal hadronic cross section 
will emerge in the asymptotics and there are no absolu
tely "black_" objects in nature. 

The detailed calculations of the hadron-nucleus cross 
sections, the hadron-hadron interaction analysis in ESM 
and strange quark properties investigations will be 
published elsewhere. 

The authors are very indebted to I.Mandjavidze, 
N.N.Nikolaev, M.G.Ryskin,and Yu.M.Shabelsky for useful 
discussions. 
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